We investigate global symmetries for 6D SCFTs and LSTs having a single "unpaired" tensor, that is, a tensor with no associated gauge symmetry. We verify that for every such theory built from F-theory whose tensor has Dirac self-pairing equal to −1, the global symmetry algebra is a subalgebra of e 8 . This result is new if the F-theory presentation of the theory involves a one-parameter family of nodal or cuspidal rational curves (i.e., Kodaira types I 1 or II) rather than elliptic curves (Kodaira type I 0 ). For such theories, this condition on the global symmetry algebra appears to fully capture the constraints on coupling these theories to others in the context of multi-tensor theories.
Introduction
There have recently been major results in the classification of superconformal field theories (SCFTs) and little string theories (LSTs) in six dimensions (c.f. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and earlier works [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] ). Most notably, [6] , [7] , and [8] derived a potentially complete 1 classification of 6D SCFTs and LSTs using a combination of F-theoretic and field-theoretic constraints. The classification is made by studying each theory on its "tensor branch" (when it has one) where the spectrum of the theory consists of the usual supersymmetric multiplets for 6D N = (1, 0) theories: vector multiplets, tensor multiplets, and hypermultiplets. The vector multiplets have no scalars, while the scalar in a tensor multiplet is real and the scalar in a hypermultiplet is quaternionic.
Each simple summand of the gauge algebra is paired with a tensor multiplet whose scalar expectation value determines the gauge coupling [26, 27] . Due to the requirement of gauge anomaly cancellation, the gauge algebras and hypermultiplets are severely constrained in this case, and this is the part of the recent classification which can be phrased almost completely in field-theoretic terms. The "unpaired tensors" -those associated to no vector -are under much less control from a field theoretic perspective and this is where the tools of F-theory have been used to their fullest. In this note, we will study global symmetries of the theories with unpaired tensors, which we hope will be a step towards understanding them in purely field-theoretic terms. This extends the work of [28] which analyzed global symmetries for paired tensors.
Recall that in F-theory, a 6D SCFT or LST is constructed via compactification on an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefold X → B with noncompact base B. Simultaneously contracting all of the compact Riemann surfaces within B to zero area yields an SCFT or LST. On the tensor branch (with some Riemann surfaces not contracted), the expectation values of the tensors are given by areas of Riemann surfaces in the SCFT case, and by ratios of such areas in the LST case. The data of the threefold X is captured by a Weierstrass equation
whose discriminant (which vanishes exactly when the fibers are singular) is given by
Here f , g, and ∆ are sections respectively of O B (−4K B ), O(−6K B ), and O B (−12K B ), where K B is the canonical class of B. Gauge symmetries in F-theory, if present, are determined by the types of singularity in X.
Kodaira classified the types of possible singularities according to the orders of vanishing of f , g, and ∆ along the Riemann surface, as shown in Table 1 . The cases with no gauge symmetry (the unpaired tensors) are easy to describe: either ∆ does not generically vanish along the Riemann surface ("Kodaira type I 0 "), or ∆ vanishes to exactly first order, which implies that f and g cannot generically vanish ("Kodaira type I 1 "), or both f and g vanish with g vanishing to exactly first order, which implies that ∆ vanishes to exactly second order ("Kodaira type II"). The type of fiber over the general point of the Riemann surface is: a torus for type I 0 , a genus zero curve with a node for type I 1 , and a genus zero curve with a cusp for type II. In all three cases, the total space is smooth over the general point of the Riemann surface in spite of singularities in the fibers themselves. These are the cases we study in this note.
Our results concern the possible global symmetries which are explicitly manifest in Ftheory. These global symmetries are associated to non-compact Riemann surfaces in B on which ∆ vanishes to order at least two (and to order at least three if f and g also vanish). Although the usual rules of F-theory would assign a gauge algebra to such a Riemann surface, in the scaling limit used to produce the SCFT or LST the gauge coupling goes to zero and we expect to find a global symmetry instead.
We study a single compact Riemann surface whose tensor is unpaired, and which can be contracted to become part of an SCFT or LST. The Dirac self-pairing of the corresponding tensor (which geometrically corresponds to the self-intersection of the Riemann surface) can be −1 or −2: any higher and it would not be contractible, and any lower would force pairing with a summand of the gauge algebra [29] .
In the case of self-intersection −1, for Kodaira type I 0 , it was shown in [30] [31] [32] that the global symmetry must be a subgroup of E 8 , and we confirm that result with a few more details here. Our first new result is that the same statement -the global symmetry is a subgroup of E 8 -also holds for Kodaira types I 1 and II.
In the case of self-intersection −2, the situation is somewhat different. It is easy to see that for Kodaira type I 0 there can be no global symmetry (of geometric origin). However, our second main result is a classification of the things which can occur for Kodaira types I 1 and II in this case. In every case, the global symmetry is a subgroup of SU (2).
The classification techniques of [6] show that the "subgroup of E 8 " criterion for selfintersection −1 is a very powerful one, essentially allowing the completion of the classification. However, the corresponding "subgroup of SU (2)" criterion for self-intersection −2 does not seem to capture all of the information from F-theory. We give examples and discussion of this issue in section 4.
There is some overlap between this paper and concurrent work of Johnson and Taylor [33] .
≥ 6 ≥ 12 non-minimal -- Table 1 : Singularity types with associated non-abelian algebras.
The Tools
The base encodes the structure of the tensor branch: each compact curve of self-intersection −1 or below in the base has an associated tensor multiplet, with the size of the curve giving the vev of the scalar in that multiplet. The Dirac pairing on the string charge lattice of the SCFT or LST is specified by the intersection matrix of the base. For instance, a base with a curves of self-intersection −3 and a curve of self-intersection −2 intersecting at a single point would have intersection matrix:
We use the shorthand 3 2 (2.2)
to illustrate this configuration of curves/tensor multiplets. The numbers indicate the negatives of the self-intersection numbers of the curves in the base, with adjacent curves intersecting at precisely one point. An SCFT is characterized by a base of negative definite intersection form, whereas an LST is characterized by a base of negative semidefinite intersection form whose kernel is of rank 1.
The Kodaira type of the fiber above a compact curve in the base specifies the gauge algebra that is paired with the tensor multiplet associated to that curve. In many cases, the degrees of vanishing of f , g, and ∆ suffice to determine the gauge algebra exactly. However, in other cases, information regarding monodromy of the fiber is needed to determine the gauge algebra. The relevant data are summarized in Table 2 . In all cases except that of I type equation of monodromy cover I m , m ≥ 3 square. For I m , IV , I * n , and IV * , a split cover gives rise to gauge algebra su(m), su(3), so(2n + 8), and e 6 , respectively. A non-split cover gives rise to sp([n/2]), su(2), so(2n + 7), and f 4 , respectively. For I * 0 , the monodromy cover may be irreducible or it may split into two or three components, giving rise to g 2 , so(7), or so(8), respectively.
Curves of self-intersection −3 or below necessarily have degenerate fibers which correspond to non-Abelian gauge algebras. Thus, the tensor multiplets associated with these curves are always "paired." On the other hand, curves of self-intersection −1 or −2 can support fibers that do not produce non-Abelian gauge algebras. Specifically, when a −1 curve or −2 curve has a fiber of Kodaira type I 0 , I 1 , or II, it will not be paired with a gauge algebra and is referred to as an "unpaired tensor."
In [1] , the "gauging condition" for unpaired −1 curves was introduced. Given a configuration of curves:
where L and R represent some curves holding gauge algebras g L and g R , respectively, the "gauging condition" imposes the constraint g L ⊕ g R ⊂ e 8 . However, up to this point, this gauging condition has only been verified explicitly in F-theory for −1 curves of Kodaira fiber type I 0 . In principle, one could imagine that −1 curves of fiber types I 1 or II might give rise to distinct unpaired tensors, and might even yield different gauging conditions than the e 8 condition for type I 0 fibers. One of our main results in this note is that this is not true: −1 curves of fiber type I 0 , I 1 , and II all satisfy the gauging condition g L ⊕ g R ⊂ e 8 in Ftheory. In fact, we have no evidence that these different Kodaira types give rise to different 6D SCFTs, nor do we have any evidence that any field-theoretic constraints stronger than the e 8 gauging condition are needed to match F-theoretic constraints involving unpaired −1 tensors. 2 We are led to suspect that this gauging condition is the one and only field-theoretic constraint involving unpaired −1 tensors in 6D SCFTs and LSTs.
Unpaired −2 tensors, on the other hand, are considerably more convoluted in F-theory. Here, as for −1 tensors, F-theory suggests the presence of a "gauging condition": given a set of curves Σ i carrying gauge algebras g i touching an unpaired −2 curve, the "gauging condition" imposes the constraint g i ⊂ su 2 . However, this gauging condition is clearly not the only constraint seen in F-theory. Firstly, a −2 curve of type I 0 cannot meet any curve carrying a degenerate fiber, so g i is trivial for an I 0 curve. Furthermore, as we will show in section 4, there are additional theories which obey this su 2 gauging condition but which cannot be realized in F-theory. We will further identify a field-theoretic explanation for the nonexistence of these theories, but we will see that this raises additional questions from a field theory perspective.
Our analysis proceeds by constraining residual orders of vanishing of f , g, and ∆. Given a curve Σ = {z = 0}, we define a, b, and d to be the order of vanishing of f , g, and ∆, respectively, along Σ. Next, we definẽ
We define residual vanishings on Σ bỹ
Here, Σ · Σ = −m is the self-intersection number of Σ. Suppose now that Σ intersects each of a collection of curves Σ k at respective points P k . We then definẽ
If f , g, and ∆ vanish respectively to order a k , b k , and d k along Σ k , we always haveã
The precise relations between these values depends on the fiber types of the intersecting curves. The cases in which Σ supports of fiber of type I n , n ≥ 2, I * 0 , III, IV , IV * , III * , or II * were worked out in [28] . The remaining cases of I 0 , I 1 , and II-the fiber types that give rise to unpaired tensors-will be discussed in section 3.
The residual orders of vanishing must satisfỹ
This condition tightly constrains the allowed fiber types that are allowed to intersect, and it plays the key role in the analysis that follows. 
Kodaira Types Symmetry Algebras
II * e 8 III * ⊕ III e 7 ⊕ su(2) IV * ⊕ IV e 6 ⊕ su(3) I 9 su(9) I * 4 so(16) I * 0 ⊕ I * 0 so(8) ⊕ so(8) I * 2 ⊕ I 2 so(12) ⊕ su(2) I * 1 ⊕ I 4 so(10) ⊕ su(4)
Adjacencies for Unpaired Tensors
An unpaired tensor in an SCFT or an LST constructed using F-theory may only meet tensors carrying particular gauge groups. In particular, we show in this section using the methods of [28] that an empty −1 curve can only meet curves Σ i carrying gauge algebras g i if i g i ⊂ e 8 . Similarly, an empty −2 curve can only meet curves Σ i carrying gauge algebras
We show that these results hold regardless of whether the unpaired tensor has Kodaira fiber type I 0 , I 1 , or II.
Type I 0
A compact curve of fiber type I 0 or type I 1 may have self-intersection −1 or −2. In the latter case, we have residual orders of vanishingã =b =d = 0, which means that no curves with singular fibers can intersect a −2 curve of type I 0 . In the former case, the classification was carried out by Miranda and Persson in [30] [31] [32] . We briefly summarize the analysis here.
A −1 curve of type I 0 has degrees of vanishing (ã,b,d) = (4, 6, 12) . The direct sum of the sublattices of the Picard group generated by components of fibers that don't meet the section forms a sublattice of rank equal to the sum of the ranks of the fibers, which is ≤ 8. This implies that the sum of the ranks of the singular fibers on curves intersecting this I 0 curve is less than or equal to 8. Furthermore, if it is exactly 8, then the the discriminant factorizes as a perfect square. Additional restrictions come from considering the Jacobi j-function.
The values ofã P ,b P ,d P and the rank r for each of the fiber types intersecting an I 0 are simply those shown in Table 1 . The full list of collisions can be found in [31] , but we content ourselves with a table of the maximal symmetry algebras, shown in Table 3 .
Type I 1
For the case of a curve {z = 0} with I 1 fiber, we consider the most general forms of f , g, and ∆:
We see that this curve cannot meet a curve {σ = 0} of type II * or III * . In any such case, we would necessarily have σ 2 |φ and would introduce a (4, 6, 12) point.
We next note that this curve can only meet a IV * curve that is non-split. For such an intersection, we must have σ 2 |φ, σ 3 |f 1 , σ 4 |g 1 . The resulting point of intersection then has orders of vanishing of f , g, and ∆ given by 4, 5, and 10, respectively, and the residual vanishings at the point are given by (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (4, 6, 10). The monodromy cover of {σ = 0} is given by ψ 2 − g σ 4 | σ=0 , and
. This can only be a perfect square if g 1 σ 4 | σ=0 = 0, but this would in turn raise the order of vanishing of the intersection point to (4, 6, 12) . Thus, this IV * curve can only be non-split.
We next consider intersections with curves of type I n . We define ∆ R via
We necessarily have σ n |∆ R . From the form (3.1), we note thatã = 2 degφ,b = 3 degφ, yielding degφ = 2. As a result, we have∆ = deg∆ = 3 degφ + deg∆ R , which means deg∆ R = deg∆ − 6. Since σ n |∆ R , we conclude that n ≤ deg∆ − 6. As far as we can tell, this I n curve may be split or non-split.
A very similar analysis applies to the case of I * n curves meeting a type I 1 curve. Once again, we have deg∆ = 3 degφ + deg∆ R and thus deg∆ R = deg∆ − 6. However, we now have σ 1 |φ, σ 2 φ, which means σ n+3 |∆ R . We therefore have n ≤ deg∆ − 9. Once again, this I * n curve may be split or non-split as far as we can tell at first glance. However, in the split case, we minimally haved P = n + 7 rather thand P = n + 6. The monodromy cover splits only if (∆/σ n+2 )(2σf /9g) 3 | σ=0 is a perfect square for n odd and only if (∆/σ n+2 )(2σf /9g) 2 | σ=0 is a perfect square for n even. Note that (2σf /9g)| σ=0 ∼ z 0 + O(z 1 ) for an intersection with I 1 curve {z = 0}, while (∆/σ n+2 )| σ=0 = O(z 1 ). The only way this can be a perfect square is if the coefficient of z 1 in ∆ is O(σ n+7 ), in which case (∆/σ n+2 )(2σf /9g) 3 | σ=0 vanishes and the monodromy cover splits.
The splitting of I * 0 is rather non-trivial in this context. The monodromy cover for I * 0 takes the form,
To get a fully split I * 0 fiber with so(8) symmetry algebra, this cover must factorize as
We claim that the degree of vanishing isd P ≥ 7 i.e. it is greater than the non-split case ofd P = 6. To see this, we expand α and β order by order in z, α
. Then, comparing the split monodromy cover to the general one of (3.3) form (3.1), we have
Solving these equations for α 0 in terms of β 0 gives either α 0 = β 0 or α 0 = −2β 0 . Next, working to first order, we have
The last step is to plug f 1 , g 1 , and φ into ∆ = 1 192
It is always possible to write the monodromy cover of a I * 0 curve meeting our I 1 curve in a semi-split form provided this I * 0 curve does not intersect any other fiber types that lead to a splitting. Thus, an I * ,ss 0 curve intersects an I 1 curve with (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (2, 3, 6).
Finally, we consider the remaining cases of type II, III, and IV ns fibers. The analysis here is straightforward, and we find that σ m |∆ R , with m = 1, 2, 2 for II, III, IV ns , respectively. Furthermore, (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (2, 3, 4), (2, 3, 5) , and (2, 3, 5) for these three respective cases.
If the type IV fiber is split, we must have g 1 = 0. This in turn implies σ 3 |∆ R , and (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (2, 3, 6).
We summarize the above possibilities in Table 4 . Now, we want to put our analyses together to determine the allowed intersections of a type I 1 curve of self-intersection −1 or −2. We begin with the former case. The residual vanishings are (ã,b,d) = (4, 6, 13 Here, the sum runs over all points of intersection of the type I 1 curve {z = 0} with the other singular curves. In addition, the specific form (3.1) introduces the constraint,
(3.10) Imposing these conditions yields the maximal allowed symmetries shown in Table 5 .
The allowed possibilities are much more constrained in the case of a type I 1 curve of self-intersection −2. Now, the residual vanishings are (ã,b,d) = (0, 0, 2). Thus, this curve can only meet a single curve of type I 2 or else two curves of type I 1 .
Type II
We now turn to the case of Kodaira type II. A curve {z = 0} with this fiber type has vanishing degrees (a Σ , b Σ , d Σ ) = (≥ 1, 1, 2). Such a curve cannot collide with a curve of type II * or III * without introducing (4, 6, 12) singularities. A colliding curve with IV * fiber must be non-split since the monodromy cover for the IV * curve {σ = 0} of Table 2 splits only if z 2 divides g σ 4 | σ=0 , which in turn introduces a (4, 6, 12) singularity. In the non-split case, the intersection point has (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (3, 4, 8) .
No I * n≥2 curve can meet the type II curve. To see this, we write the most general forms of f , g, and ∆ for such an I * n≥2 curve:
If this curve is intersecting transversly the type II curve {z = 0}, we must have z|u 1 , z|f 3 , z|f 4 , z|g 5 . But then, the minimal degrees of vanishing at the point of intersection are easily read off as (f, g, ∆) = (4, 6, 12).
An I * 1 can meet the type II curve, and the resulting intersection has (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (3, 4, 8) . This follows from the most general forms of f , g, and ∆,
We see that the σ 2 term in f and the σ 3 term in g must vanish to order z 2 , while the σ 7 term in ∆ must vanish to order z 3 . However, the next-to-leading order terms need only vanish as z, z, and z 2 , respectively, yielding (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (3, 4, 8) . This I * 1 must be non-split, as the relevant term in the monodromy cover for I * 1 goes as
3 | σ=0 , which is proportional to z and hence not a perfect square. The only way to make this a perfect square is to takẽ g 4 ∝ z 2 , but this introduces a (4, 6, 12) point.
An I * 0 can meet our type II curve, and if it is non-split, the resulting point will have (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (2, 3, 6). To consider the semi-split so(7) case, we consider the I * 0 monodromy cover,
This cover splits only if it factorizes as (ψ − λ)(ψ 2 + λψ + µ) (3.14)
Comparing these two equations, we have
. Now, since z|f , we must have z|µ, z|λ. This implies z 2 | g σ 3 | σ=0 , which means (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (2, 4, 6) for the semi-split case.
Next, we consider the fully split so(8) case. Here, the monodromy cover splits only if it factorizes as (ψ − α)(ψ − β)(ψ − γ) (3.15)
Since z divides f , we must have that z divides αβ + αγ + βγ. Thus, z divides at least two of α, β, and γ. If it divides all three, we get a (4, 6, 12) singularity at the intersection point. Matching the ψ 2 terms imposes α + β + γ = 0, so if we suppose z|α, z|β, z γ, we see that γ must vanish. But this implies z|γ, a contradiction. Therefore, a fully split I * 0 cannot touch a type II curve.
We now consider the case of type I n , n ≥ 1 curves meeting a type II curve. We illustrate the case of I 1 , which generalizes in a straightforward manner to higher I n non-split. We then consider the split case.
The most general form of I 1 is as follows:
We must have z|φ, z|f 1 , z|g 1 . This means that
This can be straightforwardly generalized to non-split I n fibers for n ≤ 6 and n ≥ 10. However, for n = 7, 8, 9, the most general Tate form is not known.
For I n , n ≥ 3 split, we must have z 2 divides f g | σ=0 . For n = 3, the most general form is:
To get a split I 3 fiber, then, we must have z 2 |µ or else z|φ 0 , z|ψ 1 . In the most optimistic case, we get an intersection point with degrees of vanishing (f, g, ∆) = (3, 4, 8) and (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (2, 3, 6).
For split I 4 , on the other hand, the minimal form is: For must I 4 , we must have z 2 |µ or z|φ 0 . The naïve minimal degrees of vanishing of f , g, and ∆ are 3, 5, and 10, respectively. This is not a Kodaira type, however, and so we conclude that f must actually vanish to order 4 at the intersection point. However, this implies z 2 |f 2 , which in turn raises the degrees of vanishing to 4, 6, and 12. We conclude that a split fiber of type I n , n ≥ 4 cannot meet a type II fiber.
The only remaining fibers to consider are those of type II, III, and IV . These may all intersect a type II curve as expected, though the degrees of vanishing (ã P ,b P ,d P ) for a split IV fiber are increased to (2, 3, 6) compared with the (2, 2, 4) non-split case. We thus have the allowed intersections with type II curves shown in Table 6 .
With this analysis, we may compute the collections of curves that are allowed to simultaneously meet a type II curve of self-intersection −1 or −2. In the first case,ã = 5,b = 7, d = 14. The maximal allowed symmetry algebras are then shown in Table 7 . From here, we see that, indeed, the symmetry algebra is always a subalgebra of e 8 . One might worry that the unknown I 8 and I 9 fibers could present a problem. However, these would at most introduce a sp(4) ⊕ g 2 algebra, which is still a subalgebra of e 8 .
For a type II curve of self-intersection −2, the possibilities are much simpler. Such a curve can intersect a type IV ns curve, a type III curve, a type I 2 curve, or two curves of Kodaira Types Symmetry Algebras IV * ,ns ⊕ I * ,ns 0 Table 7 : Maximal type II intersections for −1 curves.
types I 1 or type II. The maximal gaugable symmetry allowed in F-theory is thus su(2).
Tangencies
Curves in the F-theory base of 6D SCFTs always intersect transversely. In LSTs, on the other hand, curves may intersect tangentially. In particular, we expect tangential intersections of the form:
Here, the parallel lines II indicate a tangential intersection.
The residual order of vanishings of f , g, and ∆ at tangential intersections of I 1 and II curves can easily be determined from Tables 4 and 6: they is simply double whatever appears there. To see this, we note that a tangency between a curve Σ = {z = 0} and another curve Σ can be expressed locally in Weierstrass form by setting Σ = {zu + σ 2 = 0}. The tangential intersection then occurs at the point (z, σ) = 0.
Consider the case of an I 1 fiber meeting an I * 0 fiber. When the curves {z = 0}, {σ = 0} intersected transversely, we had
From this, we read off a P = 2, b P = 3, d P = 6. Now, in the tangential case, we are simply replacing σ with zu + σ 2 . Expanding around z = 0 to compute the residual degree of vanishing at the intersection, we therefore have
As σ → 0, we now read off the residual orders of vanishingã P = 2,b P = 3,d P = 6. Clearly, this generalizes to arbitrary fiber type intersecting a type I 1 or type II curve. We immediately see that the 1 || 4 intersection cannot occur when the fiber type of the −1 curve is I 1 or II, since the fiber type on any −4 curve is minimally I * ,s 0 . Similarly, if we set the fiber type of the −1 curve to be I 0 , we see that the residual order of vanishingd P at the point of intersection is greater than or equal to 14 whenever the fiber type on the −4 curve is I * n , n ≥ 1, IV * , III * , or II * . This means that the only the minimal fiber type I * ,s 0 is allowed to be on a −4 curve tangent to a −1 curve, which has (ã P ,b P ,d P ) = (4, 6, 12) . Furthermore, this analysis also rules out the possibility of a curve of self-intersection −5 or below tangentially intersecting a curve of self-intersection −1: the former will necessarily have fiber type IV * , III * , or II * .
With −2 curves, the analysis is very similar. Once again, the residual orders of vanishing at a tangency will be twice what they were for a transverse intersection. As a result, the 2 || 2 intersection is only allowed if the fiber types of the two −2 curves are identical: either they are both type I 0 , they are both type I 1 , or they are both type II.
A configuration of two curves meeting tangentially can be deformed into a configuration of two curves meeting transversely at two distinct points. This explains the reason for the doubling of the degrees of vanishingã P = 2,d P , andd P at a tangency relative to a single transverse intersection. It further allows us to relate the allowed configurations in which an unpaired −1 curve or −2 curve intersects another curve at two distinct points to the allowed configurations involving a tangency. Namely, we see that an unpaired −1 curve is allowed to meet a −4 curve at two distinct points only if the −1 curve has fiber type I 0 and the −4 curve has fiber type I * 0 . Similarly, an unpaired −2 curve can meet another −2 curve only if that other −2 curve has the same fiber type: either I 0 , I 1 , or II. This is all compatible with the e 8 gauging condition for −1 tensors and the su 2 gauging condition for −2 tensors discussed previously, provided we correctly interpret the rules of the gauging condition for tangencies and double intersections. If a −4 curve of gauge algebra so(8) meets an unpaired −1 curve either through a tangency or a double intersection in the F-theory base, the intersection matrix is
Evidently, the e 8 gauging condition should be modified in this situation to account for the multiplicity of the intersection between the two tensors given by the value of A 12 . To be precise, we must have
Here, we have A 12 = 2, and indeed so(8) ⊕ so(8) ⊂ e 8 , so this configuration is allowed. However, any enhancement of the gauge algebra on the −4 tensor would not be allowed, as g ⊕ g ⊂ e 8 for any such g. By the same reasoning, an unpaired −2 tensor meeting a tensor carrying any nontrivial gauge algebra more than once would violate the su 2 gauging condition for −2 tensors, since g ⊕ g ⊂ su 2 for any g. The modified gauging condition thus reproduces the F-theory result that if an unpaired −2 tensor meets another −2 tensor with multiplicity two i.e. if we have the intersection matrix 28) then both of the −2 tensors must be unpaired.
Unusual Configurations with Unpaired Tensors
Thus far, we have established that an unpaired −1 curve has an e 8 global symmetry and an unpaired −2 curve has an su 2 global symmetry visible in F-theory, 3 which may be gauged by adjacent tensors carrying gauge algebras. These rules are sufficient to classify the vast majority of 6D SCFTs and LSTs involving unpaired tensors. However, there are a handful of would-be theories which are not in violation of these rules, yet cannot be produced in Ftheory [6] . All of these involve unpaired −2 tensors. Constructing these theories in another manner, or else finding a field-theoretic justification for their non-existence, is one of the most pressing issues hindering a completely field-theoretic classification of 6D SCFTs and LSTs. In this section, we establish some preliminary results in this direction.
The first class of unusual configurations involves a single empty −2 curve touching a −2 curve with gauge algebra su 2 . One might expect that configurations of the form, would be allowed. However, as discussed in [35] , the global symmetry seen by the middle −2 tensor is g 2 rather than so 7 , and a single half-hypermultiplet of su 2 lives at the intersection between the unpaired tensor and the middle tensor.
The second class of unusual configurations involves two or more adjacent empty −2 tensors. In such cases, none of these unpaired tensors can meet a −2 curve carrying a gauge algebra. For instance, are not allowed in F-theory. If we try to put I 0 on the leftmost −2 curve, the order of residual vanishing of the discriminant will be too large on this curve. If we try to put I 1 or II on the leftmost curve, the order of residual vanishing of the discriminant will be too large on the middle −2 curve. Evidently, the gauging condition for a −2 curve is more subtle than for a −1 curve: an unpaired −2 curve somehow gobbles up some of the su 2 symmetry of an adjacent unpaired −2 curve. A partial explanation for this phenomenon arises from associating hypermultiplets to unpaired −2 curves according to their intersection with the residual discriminant, even though there is no gauge charge which would single out those hypermultiplets in field theory. Thus, an intersection of two unpaired −2 curves would have a hypermultiplet associated to two different tensor fields, analogous to being charged under two distinct summands of the gauge algebra. Indeed, an analysis of the anomaly polynomials of SCFTs with consecutive unpaired −2 tensors such as E-string theories [36, 37] and theories parametrized by nilpotent orbits of flavor symmetries [34] reveals the existence of a hypermultiplet at each point of intersection between unpaired −2 curves [38] .
The final class of unusual configurations involve D-type configurations of −2 curves with unpaired tensors:
anomaly cancellation, there are therefore only three fundamentals left that can pair up with the gauge algebra to the right. As a result, a bifundamental (3, 4) of su 3 ⊕ su 4 is not allowed, and the maximal gauge algebra that can arise is su 3 .
Note, however, that the following theory is constructible in F-theory:
Here, there is only a (2, 3) living at the intersection of the su 2 curve and the su 3 curve. Evidently, the addition of the second unpaired tensor in (4.5) changes the (2, 3) into a (2 + 1, 3). We have no field-theoretic explanation for why this should be the case.
One should also wonder if theories with identical gauge algebras but distinct fiber types for unpaired −2 curves in F-theory flow to the same theories in the IR. For the very simplest example of this, consider theories of a single −2 curve and fiber types I 0 , I 1 , and II: do these distinct F-theory models flow to the same superconformal fixed point? Several arguments can be given in the affirmative. The I 0 theory is dual to the worldvolume theory of two M5-branes and flows to the the 6d (2,0) theory of type A 1 . Upon compactification to 5d, this gives maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with gauge group U (2). The I 1 theory, on the other hand, is dual to the worldvolume theory of two M5-branes at the origin of a transverse Taub-NUT space. When compactified on a circle, this gives rise to N = 2 * theory in 5d, with the mass parameter of the adjoint hypermultiplet specified by the Wilson line of the Kaluza-Klein U (1) around the Taub-NUT circle [39, 40] . If, however, we turn off this Wilson line so that the adjoint hypermultiplet becomes massless, we get maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory with gauge group U (2). This implies that the 6d SCFT coming from the I 1 model must also be maximally supersymmetric. Given the ADE classification of (2,0) SCFTs [41] , we conclude that this theory must be the same 6d (2,0) theory of type A 1 that we had for the I 0 model (up to free (2,0) hypermultiplets).
Additionally, the recent work [34] found that no RG flows parametrized by nilpotent elements of flavor symmetries will generate a flow from a theory with one fiber type to a theory with another: the distinction between these fiber types is invisible to these RG flows. This gives us reason to believe that these distinct fiber types differ only by their associated numbers of uncharged hypermultiplets. RG flows between 6D SCFTs parametrized by nilpotent elements are all examples of Higgs branch flows, which break R-symmetry but preserve Poincaré invariance [42, 43] . This in turn uniquely fixes the number of free hypermultiplets appearing in the IR [44, 45] , which means RG flows cannot be used to distinguish between F-theory models differing only by uncharged hypermultiplets. Aside from these free hypermultiplets, there is no apparent field-theoretic distinction between these various superconformal fixed points.
Conclusions
We have studied unpaired tensors from the perspective of F-theory with the aim of moving towards a completely field-theoretic classification of 6D SCFTs and LSTs. We have verified the e 8 gauging condition for −1 curves for Kodaira fiber types I 0 , I 1 , and II, thereby finding no evidence that these distinct fiber types should give rise to distinct theories in the IR. We have performed a similar analysis for −2 curves, finding a necessary but insufficient su 2 gauging condition. We have subsequently listed the classes of configurations that obey these gauging conditions yet are impossible to realize in F-theory. To claim a completely fieldtheoretic classification of 6D SCFTs, one must either construct these theories in field theory or else explain the reason for their nonexistence.
